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About this Manual
IndiVideo delivers a fast and easy way to personalize the content of videos. This document shows
how to take full advantage of IndiVideo to leverage the power of personalization and enhance the
delivery of video content. It provides basic knowledge of how the IndiVideo AE extension works and
presents clear descriptions of every stage of the personalization process.

Individeo Overview
IndiVideo personalizes video content by
creating a video base with snippets of
personal information. With IndiVideo, AE
users can create place holders to change and
personalize content such as the name of the
person who receives the video, an image, or
complete portions of animated content such
as video sequences. IndiVideo ensures videos
are unique experiences tailored to each
individual recipient.
Traditionally, AE users needed to create
multiple video files to play personalized
content. IndiVideo requires only one video
file to play different personalized content
depending on the person it is intended for.
IndiVideo presents the final video experience
on the user’s platform, be it a mobile phone,
tablet or desktop computer. The result is
light, fast and secure content as the video file
containing personal information is not stored
during the process.

Support Requirements*
For version 23.0 (Electric) released on
October 2020
AE version compatibility:
After Effects CC (2018) 15.0 - CC (2020) 17.0
Operative systems:
Windows 10, MacOS 10.15
Mobile OS Playback:
Android, iOS6
Supported browsers:
Chrome, Firefox, Safary, MSEdge.
Licensing options:
Leverage agile frameworks to provide a robust
synopsis for high level overviews. Iterative
approaches to corporate strategy foster
collaborative thinking to further the overall
value proposition.

Installing the Individeo Extension

Tool Tips and Help System
The IndiVideo team keeps refining the user
experience to ease the learning curve. The
IndiVideo interface design is intuitive for
motion designers. The extensive real-world
use of plug-ins keeps the most important
features in view and hides the more advanced
ones. Tool tips are placed near each of the
options on every tab.
An IndiVideo Academy is also available and
works as a repository of personalization
exercises based on the most frequent used
cases. Visit and take advantage of these
tutorials. They provide up-to-date information
on the latest features, case studies and project
examples.

The IndiVideo plug-in is an Adobe After
Effects extension. To download, simply access
Adobe Exchange on the web and search for
’IndiVideo’. This fully functional extension is
free to install for users who have a valid Adobe
ID. Users can also find the extension by going
to the main menu on the AE website and click
on “Find Extensions on Exchange”.
Once downloaded, it appears as “IndiVideo”
in the extensions list on AE. To log on, click
on the extension to prompt the sign-in form
and enter a valid username and password.
If needed, contact BlueRush to obtain the
necessary credentials to get started.
The extension can be closed to work as usual
until ready to start the personalization process.

USER INTERFACE
The Accordion System
The IndiVideo extension contains seven work areas or groups organized in drop-down
accordions. Each accordion points to a specific task in the personalization workflow, from data
point creation to project deployment.
Click on the accordion to open or close it. Opening a new accordion hides the contents of the
previously opened tab. Explore all the tabs and get familiar with the distribution of information,
checkboxes, toggle buttons, and search options before working with IndiVideo.

We recommend exploring all the tabs and getting familiar with the distribution of information,
checkboxes, toggle buttons, and search options before you start working with Individeo.

Project Settings
Opening IndiVideo for the first time on an existing project prompts the Project Settings screen
establishing the basic parameters for the project. It includes:

Project name:
Describes the project. This name is displayed on the
testing page and the administrative portal. It should
be descriptive to identify the specific video.
Media type:
Defines whether the video is audio or video track
driven. This setting can be changed later if needed.
Width and Height:
uses the size and aspect ratio of the AE project as
a default; however, a different size can be specified
where applicable.
Output folder:
Specifies the folder on the AE project window
containing the main personalized composition(s)
created for the IndiVideo. If not already created,
IndiVideo creates a folder named “_output” by default.
The folder name can be changed but must be set on
the project settings for IndiVideo to work.
Manage layers automatically:
Allows the automatic activatation and deactivation
of layers during the rendering process based on the
media type selected and personalization applied and
the media selected.
Language:
Using international web standards, IndiVideo
manages and automates language or region related
elements, such as currencies, date formats and text
syntax. Choosing a project language(s) establishes
these standards at the beginning. For multi-language
projects, multiple languages can be added from the
start or later.
Once the project settings defined, just click save. The data is saved on the AE project. Project settings can always
be modified by clicking the … button on the top right corner of the extension interface.

Data Tab
For an AE project the personalization process starts with the Data Tab. This is where all the datapoints, required to inject the personal information on every placeholder included in the compositions,
are defined.
A data point is a link between the personalized data provided for each user and the placeholder
designed to show that information on screen once the video plays.
Add a data point: a new data point is based
on the personalized data or content intended
to be shown on a given placeholder. It can
include:

Types and fuctions
Text: to insert text data on a paragraph text
box.
Number: to add numeric information on a
paragraph text box that can be formatted into
currency or other numerical display types.
Date: to place date and time information
based on the language option created.
URL: to create an interactive link to load a
personalized image, call-to-action (CTA) link,
email, phone link or other fully qualified URL.
Color: to manage or insert color information
ector element by defining the default value
using either a HEX code input.
Boolean: to allow the setting of two opposite
options (true / false; yes / no) as keywords
to create a logical phrase in IndiVideo. A
Boolean data point simplifies an otherwise
complex search in the database to provide
one answer while blocking all the incorrect
alternatives at the same time. Sending “false”
or 0 is considered false and anything else is
considered true.

Existing data points are easy to find using the
“filter by name” or “filter by type” drop down
menus.

Condition: to establish interactive conditions
between two data points or a data point and
a numeric value via the following operators. It
will always return a Boolean value (true/false)
based on a comparison operator:
• Equal to
• Not Equal to
• Defined
• Provided
• Redefined

Data Tab
Function: to define actions utilizing a
mathematical operator and a predefined value
in relation to that operator. It works in a similar
way as a condition, this data point can return a
Boolean, Date, String or other possible values
based on the function used. It is especially
useful to manage the logic of the information
shown when having multiple conditions affe
a given message or personalized information.

Operational: to generate data to be inserted
on a text placeholder based on a mathematical
operation between existing data points and
defined by the user in the operation box.
This type of data point can execute complex
mathematical operations, such as present
value, amortization, or other advances
calculations.

The list includes:
• Minimum value
• Maximum value
• Round
• Round up
• Round down
• Total
• Good count
• Bad count
• Get value between
• Year from date
• Month from date
• Day to date
• Detect gender
• All true conditions
• All false conditions
• One true condition
• One false condition
• Content
• Operational
Content: to insert personalized text or numeric
information composed of more than one
word within the same sentence where each
word can change independently. This is done
by adding either a simple text + a data point
(sentence) or several datapoints together
(sentences).
A classic use of this data point is to complete
a name instead of name and last name
separated into two datapoints. For example,
using the content for a RecipientFirstName
data point set to “James”, when the sentence
should read “Hello James”.

Default data points are available on the existing
list from the top drop down menu.

Content List Tab
The Content List Tab permits the addition of data using a pre-defined list of items. A typical example
is adding the months of a year by establishing a set of 12 options to be injected on a single data
point called “month”. To define a month would then simply require the use of a numerical value
from 1 to 12. If the content calls for the display the name of that month, the list would require the
addition of the names of the months in multiple languages. This would still pass the value of the
month from 1 to 12.
A content list contains sets of predefined
information used to automatically load
specific data into an assigned datapoint when
the value injected is not a number or another
data point but instead “Specified by list”.
A content list can have 3 types:
• Boolean
• Number
• Text.
Choosing when to generate content lists
and how to bind lists to their respective data
points is an exercise in logic. Automating data
management and organizing pre-defined
information into content lists can save a lot
of time. To streamline production, IndiVideo
offers a series of pre-determined content list
based on sets of information most often used
in the production of personalized videos.
These can be useful as-is, serve as a template
or a base for the creation of lists.

A classic example of content list use, instead
of creating 1 data point for each month of the
year, a list containing all 12 is created and
only one data point linked to such list is used
to personalize the text field for the month
number or text.

Personalize Tab
The personalize tab is the section used to connect the data points created with the placeholders
that will display the data on the video. There are 9 different personalization types used to assign a
data point to personalize a visual placeholder. They are accessed via the drop-down menu.
The personalization types include:
Text: to inject text or numeric information on
a text box.
Color: to inject or change the color information
on a vector element in your composition.
Follow: to circumvent a limitation of
AfterEffects
using the follow feature to
connect 2 TextFields with different properties
together. For example, writing “Hi Richard”
and have the “Hi” bold, requires d 2 TextFields
linked with follow.
Position: to modify the position of an element,
fixed or animated, between two or more
values.
Opacity: to customise the opacity of an
element.
Rotation: to alter the rotation parameter under
the “transform” options of the composition
element.
Scale: to transform the scale of an element
based on the values injected.

Each placeholder can have multiple types
of personalization. For example, a text-field
can be used to change the text content,
its color, and its scale at the same time.
After assigning a data-point to personalize an
element, different options to further improve
the precision in the personalization process, to
go deeper into all the possibilities just access
the tutorials and guides in our Individeo
Academy.

Arc: to gather information for analytics.
It doesn’t visually affect the information
displayed.
Event: to mark an event on the timeline as a
signal specific to that time.
Visible: to show or hide an element depending
on the value injected.

Preview Tab
The preview Tab contains two main functions; compatibility and personalization.
Compatibility: identifies when a composition cannot be rendered because some of its content or
the way that content is being used may not be compatible with the IndiVideo rendering engine.
Personalization: validates that the personalization properties assigned to the visual elements of
the video function properly. It shows the default values defined for each data point applied to the
video. The testing grid available in the preview panel can also be used to validate multiple test
cases.

To personalize a video, IndiVideo technology combines three layers of information: audio, video, and
JavaScript Object Notation file or JSON. Since After Effects cannot render that combination natively on
its preview window, IndiVideo includes a proprietary player for previewing.

By default the preview window displays the composition currently being worked on; however, clicking
on the list view icon in the top right corner of the tab accesses the list of all the compositions and precomps. Filter them by name or display just the ones included in the _output folder.

Preview Tab
As an alternative, once the preview is ready, it can also be viewed directly in the browser allowing
multiple views of the compositions rendered to be kept. However, these previews cannot be saved.

Preview Window on AE
Only here you can scroll down to see the preview
grid options

The IndiVideo Preview is able to render:
•

Inline and/or paragraph texts

•

Vector based graphics; in the case of AI or
EPS files the options are:
1. Convert such graphics into “shapes”
in which case it will keep the general
advantages of vector graphics under the
SVG format when exported.
2. Leave them as is and IndiVideo will export
them as raster images under the PNG
format’
•

RGB Raster images such as JPG, TIFF, PSD
or PNG are all exported as PNGs when
previewing or rendering your compositions.

Preview Window on a browser tab
It permits keeping several cached previews
openned.

Testing Suite
The preview page is also designed to assist in
testing the personalization of a video. Testing
is important to know what personalized data
will be passed once the video is deployed.
Therefore using the min and max values, max
chars for a string and other data configuration
is important. Test all of these using the test
suite.

Add Button
The Add Button allows the addition of a new
test-case to a video. A test-case is a pre-defined
set of data injected into the video. In the add
test-case form, each data point defined in
the video is displayed along with a text-field
or other input device allowing the generation
of the data to be injected into the video. Once
added, the test case appears at the end of the
list and is deployed with the video through
the deployment process.
Create Random Button
The creation of a Random Button generates
the same form as the “Add Button”, with the
exception that all the data is pre-filled with
valid data. With this feature, random test
data can quickly be created and changed as
needed.
The Delete Selected Button
Any test case can be deleted in the test list.

Render Tab
The Render Tab works in a similar way as the
Preview Tab; however, it will only include the
main compositions contained in the _OUTPUT
folder of the AE project. These are the same
used to render the final personalized videos
and its associated assets for later upload
during the deployment stage.
The final video rendered will be composed of
two main layers:
•
•

A vector-based layer containing an SVG
animation.
A media-based layer containing either an
audio or a video file.

As defined initially in the project settings, a
personalized video can be rendered in two
different modes, an audio mode and a video
mode.
Choosing the render mode depends on the
client needs or on the aesthetic preferences
of the motion designer. Each render mode
comes with its own set of advantages and
limitations. Choosing the correct one will
render the exact requirements.
These modes are referred as the Video Type
in the Project Settings section, and only affect
how the video is rendered. The render mode
can be changed at any time without affecting
the AE project.

In this AE timeline example, the mp3 audio file plays as the media base layer, while the compositions
above contain all the personalized vector and text elements that will later become the SVG layer of the
rendered video, you can replace the mp3 file for a video file as well depending on what roks best for
your project.

Render Tab
Tool Set:
Filter by name
If the compositions list is too long making
it difficult to find the exact composition
to render, typing text into the input field
filters and reduces the list to compositions
containing the exact text in their names.
An example is to filter the list to a specific
language code by inputting the language as
mentioned in compositions names.
Select all compositions
Render more than one composition at one
time, or just select a specific composition
from the list.
Include all media
Render all compositions media-based layers
by checking the “Render All Media” checkbox.
Target specific compositions by activating or
deactivating the media icon displayed on the
right side of every composition in the list.

Understanding the rendering process
Rendering in vector-based
mode:
Under the SVG vector-based
mode all the visual information
must be included within the
vector-based layer. In this mode,
an audio file is used by IndiVideo
as the conducting media layer.

PROS and CONS of using this
approach Include:
+ Lighter size of the rendered video and all its associated assets
+ Does not require any AE layers manipulation when rendering.
- Video effects and some scripts aren’t currently supported by the SVG format.
- Requires some optimization to ensure that the re-interpretation of the video in SVG is accurate,
and to avoid performance issues while the end-user is watching the personalized video.

Render Tab
Rendering in raster-based
mode:
If raster video mode is chosen,
only the personalized layers
associated to data-points
are included within the
vector-based layer. The rest
of the visual assets (nonpersonalized) are rendered
as part of the video file
generated
through
the
render process.
PROS and CONS of using this approach include:
+ No limitation in the creative effects used in the media-based layer.
+ Little optimization required in the AE project to deliver a fully functional personalized video to the
end-user
- Requires AE layers manipulations when rendering (Manual or Automatic)
- Cannot be fully tested using the AE Preview tab considering that it’s currently limited to vectorbased information.
Video Assets
When rendering through IndiVideo, multiple video assets are generated at the same time including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audio or video files depending on the selected media type (MOV and WAV).
SVG animation translated into JS files.
Personalized poster files if those have been defined in the project.
Closed captioning and video transcription files.
The project configuration file.
Raster images used if the project is vector-based.

Personalized video versus generic video
Despite the extension being primarily focused on
creating personalized videos, a generic video can
also be deployed if the project meets the following
conditions:
•
•

No Data-points are used
The _output folder contains only one
composition per defined language in the
Project Settings tab

Render Tab
Video Rendering Workflow
Partial Render Vs Full Render
Because video rendering can be a long process, IndiVideo allows the activation and deactivation
of the media-based layer before starting the rendering. This is especially useful to tweak and rerender the vector-based layer multiple times without re-rendering the media-based layer of the
personalized video.
Video Optimization For Web
The IndiVideo extension does not currently
optimize the rendered media files for the web.
Completing a video render in the AE Extension
leads IndiVideo to generate a certain number of
uncompressed media files on a drive. Those files
are MOV if the video is rendered using the raster
video mode or “WAV” if the video is rendered
using the “SVG” vector mode. The files are found
in a folder called “watch”. They are accessible
from the three dots menu in the Render Tab by
clicking on the “Open Render Output Location”.
Using Adobe Media Encoder (or any other
preferred video rendering software), convert
MOV files from the “watch” folder to an
appropriate MP4 file or any WAV file in an
appropriate MP3 file.
By default, using the following pre-sets for
any MP3 and MP4 produced for IndiVideo is
recommended to ensure everybody accessing
a personalized video gets the most optimal
video experience:
Recommended pre-sets for video files:
• MP4: H.264, Variable Bitrate 2 Pass (VBR 2
pass),
• Profil: High or Main, 1.5 to 2.44 Mbits/sec, 1
keyframe every 30 frames.
• Audio using AAC Version 2, 44100 Hz, 128
Kbits/s, Stereo, Quality: High or Medium
Recommended pre-sets for audio files:
• MP3: 128 Kbits/s, Stereo,
• Quality: High or Medium
To allow the video deployment to work as expected, the web-optimized files must be within the
“watch” folder. If the MP3/MP4 files are generated using the Adobe Media Encoder watch folder
feature, the rendered files do not need to be moved at the root of the “watch” folder as IndiVideo
knows how to find the required files in the sub-folder created by Adobe Media Encoder.

Accessibility Tab
Accessibility is not just a requirement enforced by institutions and corporate clients. It is a big
advantage in a world were watching silent videos is the only option as it would be when watching
content on a mobile phone while surrounded people without headphones.
The Accessibility Tab enables the creation of Closed-Captions for the hearing impaired and
Transcriptions for the visually impaired, by importing .SRT files, .TXT files or by directly copying and
pasting texts from a script into the included text boxes. More useful for Transcriptions, portions of
the script text can be replaced with data points from the list to inject the right information shown
on screen.

An accessible transcript file can easily be
created by importing the content of Closed
Captions. Simply click the “Create From Closed
Captions” button after finish timing the CC’s.
This useful feature helps to save time and
ensures the content has the same base
information. However, it requires the adaptation
of the transcript section by replacing some
texts with the proper data points in order to
inject personalized information readable by
the user’s web reader.

IndiVideo combines both the CC and Transcript
information under its proprietary .IVAF format
file, while still allowing the exportation of .SRT
files, a format widely used for Closed Captions
on standard (non-personalized) videos on
popular video sites like YouTube or Vimeo.
Therefore, take advantage of the IndiVideo
extension even on standard projects.

Deployment Tab
The Deployment Tab is designed to perform two major activities. The first is deploying the video to
the IndiVideo cloud and make it easy to share and deploy on a website. The second is managing the
deployment level of the video.
Deploying the video
The first step to the deployment requires
selecting the language to send to the cloud.
This can be done using the language dropdown menu. Once your language selected,
simply press the “Deploy New Version” button.
Only one language can be deployed at a time.
If the video has multiple languages, they will
need to be deployed separately.
Viewing the video
Once the recent version deployed, an
accordion with the language localization is
available at the bottom of the Deployment
Tab. There are three deployment levels each
linking to its test page. The test page provides
testing and deployment information for each
video including:
DEV/Development Approval Level
This approval level is generated automatically
when a video is deployed from AfterEffects.
It is used to test the multiple versions of the
video being published during its development
phase and can be integrated the same way as
the other approval levels. It is not intended to
be used and deployed on a client site.

Since this approval level is not intended to be
used on a production site, its usage will display
a DEV or UAT watermark in the top-left corner
of the IndiVideo Smart-Player frame.

Deployment Tab
UAT/Staging Approval Level
This approval level is used during the QA
phases of the video. It should only be integrated
on a Staging/Pre-Production site. The video
associated with this approval level can change
multiple times through the client feedback
rounds. Changing the video associated with
this approval level will not require any changes
on the site where it is integrated.
Since this approval level is not intended to be
used on a production site, its usage will display
an UAT watermark in the top-left corner of the
IndiVideo Smart-Player frame..
PROD/Production Approval Level
This approval level is intended to be used on
a production site and will always deliver the
final and approved version of a video.
Managing Deployment Levels
Under the three deployment levels will be a list of versioned videos. Each of these videos will have
a button for DEV, UAT and PROD. Each new video deployed will be set to the DEV level and replace
the previous DEV video. For any version, you can click the DEV, UAT of PROD buttons. You can set a
previous version to DEV if required. A version can also have the three levels applied to it.
Clicking on a new level will prompt the confirmation for the deployment. Once confirmed, the
deployment is done and an updated testing page with the new content is available on it.

TESTING PROCEDURES
About the Test Page
The test page allows motion designers, QA experts and other team members to test and easily
interact with the video.
Language Selector
View the language selector on the top-right
corner of the test page. It displays the language
entered in the test-page. Use the drop-down
to easily switch between languages when
working on a multi-language project.
Open Video In Preview Page Button
The Preview Page Button opens the video in
a preview page defaulted to the current testcase, provided that the test case is public. A
public test case does not a have a “c” in front
of it in the test case list.
Test Case Data
The Test Case Data accordion displays all
external and inferred data points, as well
as the data points in their raw format
External Data Points
Defined by motion designers when in creating
the video, the external data points are injected
into the video using one of the two data
transfer approaches described in step 3 of the
Deployment section.

Display Data In Raw Format
The toggle buttons will turn the formatting on
or off for the external data points. Formatting
can include number rounding, current
localization or other potential data validations
rules that may be applied to the data.
For example, if the raw data point is 1000,
the formatted display = $1,000.

Inferred Data Points
Inferred data points, also defined by motion
designers when the video is created, are
calculated or generated based on external
data points, or other values. They are not
injected into the video.
For example, a data point may be
defined as follows:
recipientFirstName = “Richard”.
With the creation of an inferred data
point as follows:
Salutations = Hi {recipientFirstName}
As a result the inferred page would show
Salutations = “Hi Richard”.

Test Case List
The main component of the test suite is the test case grid. This grid is a series of numbered squares,
each representing a different case. There are three types of cases.

Types Of Test Cases

Managing Test Cases

Global Cases
A global test case exists within the application
created either by the motion designer within
the extension or deployed by the IndiVideo
testing team. This type of case simply has a
number in the center of the tile.

Add Button
The Add Button allows the
introduction of a new test-case to
the video. A test-case is a pre-defined set of
data injected into the video. In the add testcase form, each data point defined in the
video is displayed along with a text-field or
other input device enabling the generation of
data to be injected into the video. Once a test
case is added, it appears at the end of the list
and is deployed with the video through the
deployment process.

Client Cases
A client test case exists within the application.
It is generally provided by the client and is
represented by a circle in the corner of the tile.

Create Random Button
The Create Random Button
generates the same form as
the Add Button, with the exception that all the
data is pre-filled with valid data. This feature
permits the quick creation of random test data
and changes to a few of the fields as needed.

Local Cases
A local test case is created within the test suite
using the Add or Add Random buttons, This
case exists only within the test ecosystem and
is identified by a “c” in front of it.

Delete Button
Any test case can be
deleted from the list.

Tile Colors
Different tile colors are used to indicate a testing process situation. These include:
Once clicked, a dark green shows that the case has already been tested.
A dark grey tile means the test case has not yet been processed.
A blue tile means the test case is being processed.
A yellow tile means the test case has warnings; the personalized video will be functional
though some needed assets like poster or closed captioning are missing.
A fucsia tile means that the test case has errors; the personalized video has logical issues or
essential assets are missing.
A green tile means that the test cases passed all tests successfully.

Test Case List
Use the following filtering functions to quickly access only specific test cases:
Video Variations Filter
A video variation represents a branch in a video decision tree. The Video
Variations Filter shows one test case for each branch in the decision tree for
easy testing of all the video logic.
Audio Variations Filter
An audio variation represents a specific audio variation in a video. Test that
all audio files are available by using the Audio Variations Filter and listen to
ensure that all variation timings are correct and all spoken words are accurate.
Subtitle Variations Filter
A subtitle variation represents a specific subtitle and accessibility file. Easily identify only the unique
subtitle combinations to test them one by one using the Subtitle Variations Filter.
Error Filter
Use the Error Filter to easily identify all the error cases without navigating between each page of
the grid.

INTEGRATION AND DEPLOYMENT
Understanding deployment environments
IndiVideo supports three environment levels to keep the development, staging, and production
videos separate. These levels are referred as Approval Levels and include:
1. Development Approval Level
2. UAT/Staging Approval Level
3. Production Approval Level
The multiple approval levels deliver a different version of the video based on the environment the
media is accessed. For example, the UAT/Staging version of the video can be updated multiple
times during its QA phase without affecting the Production version of the video that may have
already been published.
Different attachment codes define each Approval Level. Choosing an Approval Level consists of
selecting the attachment code for the video embed code. (See the data-bp-attachment-code
HTML attribute on the Smart-Embed code above described in Step 1 of the Deployment section).
Obtain the Smart-Embed code for a specific level by using the Approval Level drop-down in the
configuration form.
Important information for videos integrated before June 2020 (before IndiVideo DENIM)
As of May 28, 2020, the use of the data-bp-env HTML attribute on the Smart-Embed code to control the
video environment is DEPRECATED. It is highly recommended migrating to the new approach using the
Approval Level as described in this section. Any videos being accessed using data-bp-env will no longer
receive any updates after May 28, 2020.

Deployment
STEP 1: Template Deployment
Configuration And Integration Of The Video SmartEmbed Code
Easily integrate IndiVideo into any web page using the SmartEmbed code. This embed code
consists of a simple HTML script tag inserted where the video is designed to go within a web page.
As soon as this page is loaded, the video assets are loaded from the BlueRush servers. Designed to
be fully responsive, the smart embed tag will take up 100% of the available space, enabling the full
control of the video appearance.
Content only for test page:
The following section will assist you in configuring the video SmartEmbed code. The SmartEmbed code
can be employed as-is using default settings. However, there are a certain number of extra parameters
available to customize the deployment based on specific integration requirements. For example, video
Closed Captions are not displayed by default and the end-user needs to click on the CC icon within the
video controller to view them. There is a parameter in the form below called (I don’t see it!!!) “Subtitles”
that sets the subtitles to be displayed by default

Each video has a unique attachment code. This code combines the video’s deployment level and
project. These codes are different code for the DEV, UAT and PRODUCTION environments. The
attachment code is be used for all created personalization.
Code snippet:
Below is a sample of the script that needs to be implements on the host webpage to integrate the video.
The true code snippet for your project can be found in the integration portion of each projects test page.

STEP 2: Personalized Data
Getting started
To personalize a video requires that a properly formatted JSON object be made available to the video.
This personalized data, also commonly referred as “data points” or “video payload”, is essential to
the video’s personalization. The video’s data points are defined during the video scripting process
and production phase.
In the authoring tool, data points are connected to visual elements within the video. These elements
are referred to as personalized elements. Providing a “video payload” injects personalized elements
into these and creates the personalized video.

Deployment
The following section explains how to work with and configure the data for a private Real-Time
video deployment.
The Video JSON Payload
Find the exact representation of the JSON object required for the project in the integration section
of the portal. This object is required to proceed to Step 3 of the integration.
Data Point Details
The following details are provided for each
data point:
• Description,
• Default value,
• Allowed values,
• Minimum and maximum value (if
applicable),
• Amount of characters required (if
applicable).
• Validating the Data Point details against
the project requirements ensures that
the proper values were set in the creation
phase of the project.
Sample JSON object:

STEP 3: Data Transfer
The final step in personalizing a video is the Data Transfer. This step consists of taking the users
personalized data, as defined in Step 2, and connecting it to the application, as defined in Step 1.
Two approaches to Data Transfer can be used. A project can use a combination of both or, for
security reasons, could be locked to only one. These approaches are:
1. Private Real-Time (PRT),
2. Managed Data (Personalized URL).
Private Real-Time (PRT)
Private Real-Time (PRT) is the most secure way to personalize data. It consists of injecting data
directly into the video template on the webpage being displayed to the end-user in real-time. This
page can be served from behind a log-in, or made publicly available, depending on the use-case.
The PRT approach is achieved using the three techniques are discussed below.
PRT Via A Global Variable
The Data Payload, defined in step 2, is defined as a global window variable called window.
IndiVideoData. Once loaded, the smart embed code finds this variable and injects the data it
contains into the video.

Deployment
For this technique to work, it is essential that
this JSON object or data payload be put inline
on the page before the SmartEmbed code is
injected. If not possible, using the JavaScript
API would be more suitable.
This technique is good for server-side pages
that have access to the user’s data. For
example, post-sign-on pages served using
JSP, .NET, PHP, etc.
Here is a sample JSON object. The true JSON
object for your project can be found in the
integration section of each projects test page.

PRT Via An HTML Attribute On The Embed Code
The Data Payload, defined in step 2, can be added to the video through the script tag. By using the
HTML attribute called “data-bp-IndiVideo-data” personalized data can be added into the video as
a flat JSON object.
The script tag also supports the “data-bp-lang” attribute allowing the control of the language of
the personalized video in cases where many exist.
For this technique to work, the data must be available before the script tag is rendered into the
page. This technique is good for server-side pages that have access to the user’s data. For example,
post-sign-on pages served using JSP, .NET, PHP, etc.

Above is a sample of the script that needs to be implements on the host webpage to integrate the
video. The true code snippet for your project can be found in the integration portion of each projects
test page.

Deployment
PRT Via The Available JavaScript API
If the data is not available when the page is initially rendered, use the JavaScript API to achieve the
PRT.
The name of the function callback can be specified by adding the attribute “data-bp-on-ready” in
the embed script when the embedded video is ready to be manipulated. However, the function
callback must be present on the global window object.

On top: A sample SmartEmbed that could be used for the JavaScript API.
Next: A sample of the callback function available for use.

Managed Data (Personalized URL)
Use the Manage Data method when the personalized videos are created through a batch data load
or using the REST API. In both cases, customer data must be sent to IndiVideo.
This technique does not require that the client data be available in real-time as it has already been
sent to IndiVideo during the data load process. The only additional requirement to display a PURL
driven video is that the recipient code be defined when the video is created.

Deployment
To use this technique, the following 2 pieces of information are required:
1. The “Attachment Code” is a unique code to identify the current video. All personalized URLs
need to include the same “Attachment Code”. The one used for the following demonstration
is P-DEV-OGOFSzM6U12jKoPplQ-565. It is the one used at the DEV Approval Level. Please
note that IndiVideo provides a different Attachment Code for every available environment/
approval level (Development, UAT/Staging, and Production). Refer to the Setup of the
Video Environment section from the Step 1: Template Deployment tab for more details.
2. The “Recipient Code” is a unique code to identify the recipient of the personalized video. Each
personalized URL has a different “Recipient Code”.
Each video is deployed with a default Recipient Code using the data for the 1st available test case.
This allows the easy testing of the system. The default code “aAabBbcCcIVUCI0” directly opens the
following URL to see the personalized video in action:
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